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Sign Maker Darin DuBrow (Livingston, NJ) is shown here fabricating an outdoor sign entirely with CELTEC brand PVC. From top left clockwise: Sanding, Sawing, Grinding, Fastening, Heat Bending & Edge Banding.

CHECKLIST:

 Digital Print Screen Print

 Fasten/Screw Die-Cut

 Route Glue/Adhere

 Laminate Thermoform

For  more  than  a  quarter of  a

century,  Vycom  has  led  the  Olefin

and PVC sheet products industry 

with innovative materials for a wide 

variety of uses. We strive to be the 

essential partner in creating and 

implementing solutions in Olefin and 

PVC polymers that optimize quality 

and performance. Vycom offers the 

largest range of products, capabilities, 

and inventory for all your Olefin and 

PVC needs.

           I want to offer my clients an alternative to 

traditional signage materials, but I’ve heard that printable 

PVC was unreliable and difficult to work with.

{PROBLEM}

           CELTEC® printable PVC products follow the same 

high standards VYCOM is known for.  From color consistency to work-

ability, these PVC products can be fabricated for any need, making it 

perfect to replace traditional materials for any application.

{SOLUTION}



TIP:
For outdoor applications with high 
abuse areas try CELTEC® Ultra White, 
with superior UV performance that 
ensures prints to last longer and 
withstand the outdoor elements.

INFO:
CELTEC PVC comes in multiple sizes 
from 1mm thick all the way to 30mm.  
Colors available include White, Black, 
Grey, Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Beige, Lt. 
Blue & Cool Gray.

Digital flat bed printing on CELTEC 1mm

SUSTAINABLE:
We believe our responsibility is not 
only to our customers, but also to the 
environment.  As a company, we have 
established realistic and achievable 
environmentally friendly goals for     
our manufacturing and business 
practices. We strive to use resources 
in a responsible manner. We are 
focused on achieving sustainability 
through ongoing improvements that 
protect our environment, our employ-
ees and our business. 

LEAD & HEAVY METAL FREE:
Lead & heavy metals have never been 
in our product or in our production 
process. This means our substrates 
are not only safer for the environment, 
they are also safer for our workers 
and everyone who works with and 
uses our product. 

LOCAL:
CELTEC PVC is proudly made in USA. 

“CELTEC® has always had the best 
whiteness for reproducing delicate 
flesh tones... I can recommend and 
specify it without reservation for the 
most demanding inkjet printing jobs.”

 - Dene Taylor
Commercial Printing Expert

            I’ve run a successful sign shop for years, but 

my customers now want more detailed signage that will last 

longer, even outdoors. The material I print on often looks dull & 

the ink tends to run, compromising artwork quality.

{PROBLEM} {PROBLEM}             The POP displays for my retail stores always 

look old and worn within weeks of getting them, and my sign 

fabricator says that he can only provide basic shapes.

{PROBLEM}

            CELTEC® EXPANDED PVC & ULTRA WHITE PVC 

are made with more consistent surfaces, resulting in less press rejec-

tions.  This allows for better ink adherence creating more vibrant, longer 

lasting prints and are suitable for both indoor and outdoor usages.

{SOLUTION}    CELTEC® PVC products are free of lead & heavy 

metal so they’re safe for both the environment & to have around 

consumables & perishables. CELTEC® performance & sustainable 

material leads to signs that have a long life cycle. 

{SOLUTION}     CELTEC® offers a PVC that is more vibrant than 

the competition. Plus, CELTEC® ULTRA WHITE and EXPANDED 

PVC can be die-cut, just like paper stocks, without a hassle or 

new equipment. 

{SOLUTION}

              I own a sustainable agriculture market in 

downtown Seattle.  Our handmade signs never last long in the 

store, but I’m afraid to switch to plastic because of its environ-

mental impact.


